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Introduction

Two interesting papers [1,2] appeared recently discussing
the important question of a rotor (spiral) induced by a reentry
mechanism and its influence on heart failures. One of the main
malfunctions of the heart is tachycardia [3,4], rapid heartbeat,
either in the atria termed AT or in the ventricles (VT). Tachycardia
can lead to fibrillation [5]. (AF or VF respectively), i.e. rather chaotic
heart-waves. It is known that patients suffering from fibrosis are
more prone to contract such fibrillary condition, which can lead
even to sudden cardiac death (SCD). These activities are thought by
most authors to be sustained by a small number of self-organized,
rapidly spinning electrical rotors [6]. The importance of locating the
rotor centers for ablation purposes in AF patients was shown [7] to
be of real benefit in this treatment. The rotor itself can be due to a
“reentry” [8], i.e. a mechanism where an action potential (AP) pulse
is repeatedly oscillating around a specific route of cardiomyocytes.
Actually, the term “reentry” is used in the literature both in the
above restricted meaning and also to refer to the overall occurrence
moving around a center such as the rotor.
Most existing papers trying to understand the development
and influence of rotors in the heart use models which include
fibrosis, and introduce the rotors artificially [9]. Recent articles try
to understand the arrhythmias developed by the encounter of AP
wave fronts and fibrotic tissues [10]. However, the question of the
transformation of an AP pulse rotating around a reentry route into
a spiral was not addressed.

The two papers mentioned above try to challenge the spiral
creation problem. But, although both papers use mathematical
models to support their points, their emphasis is different. While
Balaban et al’s model describes a fibrosis stricken tissue and
derives the conditions under which a reentry mechanism, including
a rotor, is induced there, Rabinovitch et al’s model deals with the
theoretical question of how a reentry route transforms into a spiral.
Balaban et al’s model is based on real data of heart tissue
images. It distinguishes between three types of “reentries”, micro-,

macro- reentries (reentry routes) and rotors and concentrates on
the tissue fibrosis situation to asses when each type would appear.
In order to do so, it divides the fibrotic stress into two different
types, interstitial and replacement and the tissue is simulated by a
mesh of triangular cells.

Interstitial fibrosis is represented by changing the edges
of tissue cells rendering them electrically non-conducting thus
creating a no-flux boundary there. Replacement fibrosis is carried
out by removing cells from the mesh rendering the space there
electrically non-conducting.
The main new result is that rotors initiate almost exclusively
in interstitial fibrosis and are very scarce in the replacement one
and, as expected, appearance of all “reentry” types is enhanced in
conditions of reduced electrical conductivity of the heart.
Rotor formation was observed “when relatively large wave
fronts pivoted and folded back onto an area of transient conduction
block”. This description is rather loose and may be connected to the
detailed explanation of the core encounter of Rabinovitch et al (see
below).

Rabinovitch et al. [11] model, based on the Morris Lecar system
of equations, considers a theoretical ring (annulus) around which
a single pulse of AP is rotating. The ring is surrounded by nonconducting region simulating fibrotic heart syncytium. At a certain
time and position along the ring, the pulse becomes free to enter
either the outside part and/or the inner part of the annulus. Results
show that, in this case, partial target waves (PTW) are originated
and there are basically two methods by which spirals can be
originated, both depend on encounters of PTW arms; one being an
encounter of an arm’s end with the core and the other is a mutual
encounter of two different arms. In both encounters, a partial
annihilation occurs at the contact.
The Core encounter (Figure 1) is the new result of this paper.
The PTW has two arms, both skirting the inner core in opposite
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directions. Approach of the distal arm to the core is hindered at
first due to the refractory period of the original pulse. When this
refractory region terminates, this tip encounters the core and
continues to move around it. This encounter gives the arm’s end a
slight rotation since its part that is close to the core moves slower
than the outside arm. This end breaks down into two entities, an
outside arm, which continues the former movement around the
core, and a “portion” that develops into a single rotor.

model (the Morris-Lecar system), the basic understanding of how a
reentry route can develop into malevolent spirals is both novel and
interesting.
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